We study the class of quasi-alphabetic relations, i.e., tree transformations dened by tree bimorphisms ('; L; ) with '; quasi-alphabetic tree homomorphisms and L a regular tree language. We present a canonical representation of these relations; as an immediate consequence, we get the closure under union. Also, we show that they are not closed under intersection and complement, and do not preserve most common operations on trees (branches, subtrees, v-product, v-quotient, f-top-catenation). Moreover, we prove that the translations dened by quasi-alphabetic tree bimorphism are exactly products of context-free string languages. We conclude by presenting the connections between quasi-alphabetic relations, alphabetic relations and classes of tree transformations dened by several types of top-down tree transducers. Furthermore, we get that quasi-alphabetic relations preserve the recognizable and algebraic tree languages.
Introduction
Tree transformations were extensively study in the past four decades from the algebraic point of view oered by tree bimorphisms [3, 6, 22, 24, 25] or from the dynamic point of view provided by tree transducers [4, 9, 11, 17, 18] . Recently, new types of tree transducers were used with considerable success in modeling translations between natural languages especially because of their ability to capture syntax-sensitive transformations and to do certain reorderings of parts of sentences.
This way, the new eld of syntax-based machine translation was established (see [12, 14, 15, 16] and the references therein). Unfortunately, properties that may improve the translation process (e.g., closure under composition and preservation of recognizable and algebraic tree languages [14, 15] ) do not hold in general for most of the main tree transducer types [5, 9, 11, 16] .
First proposed as models of a compiler [13] , synchronous grammars represent classes of tree transformations that describe in a natural way translations between natural languages [1, 19, 20, 21] . It consists of two formal grammars with productions linked by some criteria, pairs of recursively related sentences being generated simultaneously. This way, not only that they model the syntax-sensitive transformations between natural languages, but moreover, they intrinsically describe (perform) dicult local rotations required by natural language pairs with extremely dierent structures such as Arabic-English or Chinese-English. Unfortunately, the mathematical framework oered by such formalisms is quite poor since for example, no closure results were known [20] .
An elegant algebraic way to dene tree transformations is by the tree bimorphism formalism which is formed by two tree homomorphisms dened on the same common tree language. Tree bimorphisms were used with considerable success in proving properties like closure under composition and preservation of recognizability, especially when suitable restrictions were imposed on its constituents [3, 6, 22, 24, 25] .
Moreover, by taking the yields of the input trees and output trees, they are transformed into word-for-word translation devices. A survey on the main classes of tree bimorphisms and their characteristics is [29] .
Using the tree bimorphism formalism, S.M. Shieber was the rst one who linked tree transducers and synchronous grammars in an attempt to improve the mathematical framework of the later devices [20, p.95] : ...the bimorphism characterization of tree transducers has led to a series of composition closure results. Similar techniques may now be applicable to synchronous formalisms, where no composition results are known... Following this lead, the class of quasi-alphabetic tree bimorphisms that dene the same translations as syntax-directed translation schemata of [1] was introduced in [23] . In [28] connections between these tree bimorphisms and other synchronous grammars are presented in detail, and similar results involving other types of tree bimorphisms are summed up in [29] .
It was already shown in [23] that the tree transformations dened by quasialphabetic tree bimorphisms, called quasi-alphabetic relations here, are closed under composition and inverses, and preserve the recognizability of tree languages. In the present work we further investigate the properties of this class from a theoretical Our results can be summarized as follows. After presenting in Section 2 the basic denitions and notions used, we show in Section 3 that there is a canonical representation of quasi-alphabetic relations, and by using it, that these relations are closed under union. Also, we show that they are not closed under intersection and complement. After this, we turn our attention to what common operation on trees are preserved by such relations: we found out that intersection and reunion with a regular language are preserved, but branches, subtrees, v-product, v-quotient, ftop-catenation are not, in general. We end Section 3 by proving a more general result of [23] : the translations dened by quasi-alphabetic tree bimorphisms are exactly the products of context-free string languages. Section 4 is dedicated to the connection of quasi-alphabetic relations with other well-known classes of tree transformations: alphabetic transductions [6] , nite-state relabelings [9] , tree transformations dened by several types of top-down tree transducers [9] and top-down tree transducers with look-ahead [10] . All the results are depicted in the Hasse diagram of Figure 1 .
Moreover, as an immediate consequence of the fact that quasi-alphabetic relations are strictly included in the class of alphabetic ones, we get that our class preserves recognizable and algebraic tree languages, too.
Preliminaries
Let R, S, and T be sets, and consider a relation S ¢ T . The fact that @s; tA P can also be expressed by writing s t. For Let ¦ be a ranked alphabet and T a set. Then ¦@T A a ff @t I ; : : : ; t k A j f P ¦ k ; t I ; : : : ; t k P T g :
For every (leaf ) alphabet V , the set T ¦ @V A of all ¦-trees indexed by V is the smallest set T such that V T and ¦@T A T . Subsets of T ¦ @V A are called (tree ) languages.
Generally, for all considered trees we assume that the ranked alphabet is disjoint with the leaf alphabet. For every tree t P T ¦ @V A, the set pos@tA N £ of positions of t is inductively given by pos@vA a f"g for every v P V , and pos@f@t I ; : : : ; t k AA a f"g fiw j i P k; w P pos@t i Ag for every f P ¦ k and t I ; : : : ; t k P T ¦ @V A. The label of t at position w P pos@tA is denoted by t@wA, the subtree of t at w is denoted by tj w , and the replacement of that subtree in t by the tree u P T ¦ @V A is denoted by tu w . For every ¦ V let pos @tA a fw P pos@tA j t@wA P g and pos f @tA a pos ffg @tA for every f P ¦ V . The set of branches of t is r@tA a pos ¦HV @tA, and the set of subtrees of t is su@tA a ftj w j w P pos@tAg. Finally, jtj f a rd@pos f @tAA, and the height hg@tA is the length of a longest string in pos@tA.
A tree t P T ¦ @V A is linear (respectively, We x a set X a fx i j i ! Ig of formal variables (disjoint to all other ranked alphabets and leaf alphabets). Let n ! H. We let X n a fx i j i P ng and C n ¦ @V A a ft P T ¦ @V X n A j Vi P nX jtj xi a Ig :
In particular, the elements of C I ¦ @V A are called contexts. For every t P T ¦ @V X n A, let vr@tA a fx P X n j pos x @tA T a Yg.
For all t; t I ; : : : ; t n P T ¦ @V X n A, we denote by tt I ; : : : ; t n the result obtained by replacing, for every i P n, every occurrence of x i in t by t i . For all L; L I ; : : : ; L n T ¦ @V X n A, LL I ; : : : ; L n denotes S tPL;tI PLI;:::;tnPLn tt I ; : : : ; t n . Let n a jtj v . More generally, for every v P V , the result of replacing, for every i P n, the i-th (with respect to the usual lexicographic order on the positions) occurrence of v by t i is denoted by tv 2 @t I ; : : : ; t n A. For every t P T ¦ @V X n A, f P ¦ I , and c P C I ¦ @V A, we let f H @tA a t and C H a C, and f 
ViPnX ti PL 0 tv 2 @t I ; : : : ; t n A :
For a more detailed description of those operations on tree languages, we refer the reader to [6] .
A (tree ) homomorphism ' X T ¦ @V A 3 T ¡ @Y A can be presented by a mapping ' V X V 3 T ¡ @Y A and mappings ' k X ¦ k 3 T ¡ @Y X k A for every k ! H as follows:
(i) v' a ' V @vA for every v P V , and (ii) f @t I ; : : : ; t k A' a ' k @fAt I '; : : : ; t k ' for every f P ¦ k and t I ; : : : ; t k P T ¦ @V A.
We say that it is normalized if for every f P ¦ k there exists n ! H such that yd X @' k @fAA a x I : : : x n . Moreover, such a homomorphism ' is linear [11, 6, 7] (respectively, complete [7] ) if ' k @fA is linear (respectively, nondeleting) in X k for every f P ¦ k , symbol-to-symbol [7] if ' V @vA P Y for every v P V and ' k @fA P ¡@X k A for every f P ¦ k , alphabetic [6, 2] (démarquage linéaire in [2] ) if it is linear, ' V @vA P Y for every v P V , and ' k @fA P X k ¡@X k A for every f P ¦ k , and strictly alphabetic [6] if it is complete, alphabetic and symbol-to-symbol.
We denote by lr, r, ssr, r, and sr the classes of all linear, complete, symbol-to-symbol, alphabetic, and strictly alphabetic tree homomorphisms, respectively. Further subclasses of tree homomorphisms can be obtained by combining any of these restrictions. For example, lr is the class of all linear complete tree homomorphisms.
A (tree ) bimorphism is a triple B a @'; L; A where L T @ZA is a tree language, ' X T @ZA 3 T ¦ @V A, and X T @ZA 3 T ¡ @Y A are homomorphisms. The tree transformation dened by B is B a ' I id L a f@t'; t A j t P Lg :
The translation dened by B is yd@ B A a f@yd V @t'A; yd Y @t AA j t P Lg a f@yd V @tA; yd Y @uAA j @t; uA P B g :
For all classes r I and r P of homomorphisms and every class v of tree languages, we denote by f@r I ; v; r P A the class of tree transformations B where B a @'; L; A with ' P r I , L P v and P r P .
A top-down tree transducer [18, 26] is a tuple M a @Q; ¦; ¡; I; RA where Q a Q I is a unary ranked alphabet of states disjoint with ¦ ¡, ¦ and ¡ are an input and an output alphabet, respectively, I Q is a set of nal states, and R is a nite set of rules of the form l 3 r where l P Q@T ¦ @XAA is linear in X and r P T ¡ @Q@vr@lAAA.
The top-down tree transducer M a @Q; ¦; ¡; I; RA is linear (respectively, nondeleting) if r is linear (respectively, nondeleting) in vr@lA for every rule l 3 r P R. The one-step derivation relation A M is dened as follows. For every s; t P T ¡ @Q@T ¦ AA we have s A M t if and only if there exists a rule l 3 r P R, a position w P pos@sA, and u I ; : : : ; u n P T ¡ where n a rk@s@wAA such that sj w a lu I ; : : : ; u n and t a su w with u a ru I ; : : : ; u n . Let The class of all tree transformations computable by linear (respectively, linear and nondeleting) top-down tree transducers is denoted by l-TOP (respectively, ln-TOP).
Let M a @Q; ¦; ¡; I; RA be a top-down tree transducer. It is a nite-state relabeling [9] , if every rule l 3 r P R is of the form l a q@f @x I ; : : : ; x k AA and r a g@q I @x I A; : : : ; q k @x k AA for some q; q I ; : : : ; q k P Q, f P ¦ k , and g P ¡ k . If additionally, l@IA a r@"A for every l 3 r P R, then M is a nite-state tree automaton (fta) [9] . We generally write rules of an fta in the form q 3 f @q I ; : : : ; q k A instead of q@f @x I ; : : : ; x k AA 3 f @q I @x I A; : : : ; q k @x k AA. Note [9] if it a nite-state relabeling and rd@QA a I. We denote the classes of transformations computed by nite-state relabelings, relabelings, and fta by QREL, REL, and FTA, respectively.
The top-down tree transducer M can be equipped with a look-ahead facility [10, 16] . The pair hM; ci where M a @Q; ¦; ¡; I; RA is a top-down tree transducer and c X R 3 @T ¦ A is called a top-down tree transducer with look-ahead. The lookahead c is regular (or recognizable), if c@l 3 rA is recognizable for every l 3 r P R, and it is nite, if c@l 3 rA P LT ¦ ; : : : ; T ¦ for a nite tree language L T ¦ @XA. In the latter case, we often write c@l 3 rA a L. The transducer hM; ci inherits the properties`linear' and`nondeleting' from M . The semantics of a top-down tree transducer hM; ci with look-ahead is dened as for the top-down tree transducer M with the additional condition that sj w P c@l 3 (ii) ' V @vA P Y for every v P V , and (iii) ' k @fA P ¡@Y X k A for every f P ¦ k .
By qr we denote the class of all quasi-alphabetic homomorphisms. A quasialphabetic bimorphism is a bimorphism @'; L; A such that ' and are quasialphabetic and L is recognizable.
The name`quasi-alphabetic' deserves some discussion. They are called such because they are almost`alphabetic' in the sense of [11] (a relabeling in our terminology). Note that we here use the notion of`alphabetic' that is used in [6] . Thus, with our terminology in mind, we might have called them`quasi-relabelings'. However, the term`quasi-alphabetic' is established [23] and we continue to use it. In particular, f@qr; e; qrA is the class of all the tree transformations dened by quasi-alphabetic bimorphisms; such relations are called quasi-alphabetic relations.
Every quasi-alphabetic homomorphism maps each input symbol to an output symbol possibly with some output leaf variables as direct subtrees. However, the variables of X have to occur as direct subtrees of the root output symbol. This immediately yields the following proposition.
Proposition 1 Let ' X T ¦ @V A 3 T ¡ @Y A be a homomorphism and t P T ¦ @V A.
If ' is quasi-alphabetic, then hg@tA hg@t'A hg@tA C I.
If ' is symbol-to-symbol, then hg@t'A hg@tA.
If ' is strictly alphabetic, then hg@t'A a hg@tA. Proof. Let X T @ZA 3 T ¦¢¡ @V ¢ Y A be the tree homomorphism such that Z @zA a h' Z @zA; Z @zAi for every z P Z and k @fA a h' k @fA; k @fAi for every f P k . Clearly, is quasi-alphabetic, and it is easy to check that t' a @tA I and t a @tA P for every t P T @ZA.
£
Using the previous proposition, we can now eliminate from B the ranked alphabet , the index set Z, and the particular tree homomorphisms ' and . Essentially, every quasi-alphabetic relation T ¦ @V A ¢ T ¡ @Y A is determined by a recognizable language L T ¦¢¡ @V ¢ Y A. Theorem 1 (see [6, Proof. Let I ; P T ¦ @V A ¢ T ¡ @Y A be quasi-alphabetic relations. By Theorem 1, there exist recognizable L I ; L P T ¦¢ @V ¢ Y A such that I a f@t I ; t P A j t P L I g and P a f@t I ; t P A j t P L P g : Then I P a f@t I ; t P A j t P L I g f@t I ; t P A j t P L P g a f@t I ; t P A j t P L I L P g ; which proves that I P is quasi-alphabetic by Theorem 1 (because L I L P is recognizable by [ Proof. Let ¦ a ff =P; g=I; e=Hg. We consider the linear complete symbol-tosymbol homomorphisms I ; P X T ¦ 3 T ¦ that are dened by I @fA a f @x I ; x P A I @gA a g@x I A I @eA a e P @fA a f @x P ; x I A P @gA a g@x I A P @eA a e : Now, let us turn our attention to the translations computed by quasi-alphabetic bimorphisms. In [23] it was shown that they dene the syntax-directed trans- 
Relation to Other Classes
In this section, we relate the class of quasi-alphabetic relations to other known classes of tree transformations. We focus on classes of transformations dened by bimorphisms [3, 8, 7] and classes of transformations computed by various top-down tree transducers [18, 26, 11] . Clearly, every strictly alphabetic (alphabetic in [11] )
homomorphism is quasi-alphabetic and thus f@sr; e; srA f@qr; e; qrA. 
£
Next let us show that the class of alphabetic relations is essentially dierent from the classes of transformations computed by top-down tree transducers. For the specic class TOP this was already remarked in [6] and here we only rene this statement to the statements necessary for our purposes.
Proposition 5 f@r; e; rA T l-TOP R and ln-TOP T f@r; e; rA. Proof. It is known that l-TOP R equals l-BOT, which is the class of all tree transformations computable by linear bottom-up tree transducers [27, 9] . As claimed in [6, Let us collect our results in a Hasse diagram (see Figure 1 ). Note that in such a diagram every edge is oriented upwards and denotes strict inclusion.
Theorem 5 Figure 1 is a Hasse diagram. Proof. The following six statements are sucient to prove the claim.
QREL & f@saH; e; saHA f@qr; e; qrA f@r; e; rA (1) f@saH; e; saHA ln-TOP & l-TOP l-TOP F l-TOP R (2) f@qr; e; qrA l-TOP F (3) f@qr; e; qrA T l-TOP (4) ln-TOP T f@r; e; rA (5) f@r; e; rA T l-TOP R (6) Statement 1 is mostly clear using Proposition 3. The strictness is due to the fact that QREL is closed under intersection whereas this is not true for f@saH; e; saHA by Theorem 2. The nal inclusion of (1) is proved in Theorem 4. The inclusions of (2) are all obvious and (3) is shown in Proposition 4. Finally, the inequality (4) is proved in Proposition 6 and inequalities (5) and (6) are proved in Proposition 5.
£
